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BEDDING AND SLEEPWEAR 

0001. This description is related to the description in U.S. 
patent application Ser. No. 12/569,659, filed Sep. 29, 2009, 
and Ser. No. 61/101,049, filed Sep. 29, 2008, both of which 
are incorporated here by this reference in their entireties. 

BACKGROUND 

0002 This description relates to bedding and sleepwear. 
0003. The quality of the experience of being in bed (for 
example, sleeping) is affected by the nature of the sleepwear 
being worn and of the bedding on the bed. 
0004 Typical sleepwear is designed to be fashionable and 
constructed of materials (for example, cotton or blends of 
cotton) that look good, wear well, can be cleaned easily, and 
feel good against the skin. 
0005 Typical bedding also is designed to be fashionable 
and is made of materials that look good, wear well, and can be 
cleaned easily. Some items of bedding, Such as bed sheets and 
pillow cases are also made of materials that feel good against 
the skin. Other items of bedding, such as mattress pads, gel 
pads, blankets, comforters, and duvets are designed to exhibit 
other properties, such as softness, size, loft, warmth, shape, 
and absorption. 
0006 Although the general view has been that imparting 
warmth to the user should be a primary function of sleepwear 
and bedding, novel bed sheets and pillowcases marketed by 
SHEEX, Inc., of Irmo, South, Carolina, are made of perfor 
mance fabrics that are designed to do a better job of keeping 
the user cool, breathing, wicking moisture, and stretching. 

SUMMARY 

0007. In general, in an aspect, a combination includes first 
item of sleepwear or bedding to be used as part of a sleep 
system and a second item of sleepwear or bedding to be used 
with the first item as part of the sleep system. At least one of 
the first item and second item comprises a performance fab 
ric. The first item dissipates moisture and heat from a body of 
a user from an inside of the first item to an outside of the first 
item. The second item dissipates moisture and heat that has 
been dissipated by the first item. 
0008 Implementations may include one or more of the 
following features. Both the first item and the second item 
comprise performance fabrics. The performance fabric com 
prises a knitted fabric. The performance fabric comprises a 
man-made fiber. The performance fabric comprises a gauge 
of at least the gauge values referred to in the patent applica 
tions incorporated above. At least one of the first item and 
second item comprises an item of sleepwear, and the item of 
sleepwear is close-fitting. At least one of the first item and 
second item is to be in contact with the user's skin. The item 
that is in contact with the user's skin comprises an item of 
sleepwear. The first item is in contact with skin of the user, 
and the second item is in contact with the first item. The item 
comprises sleepwear that is sized and shaped for a female 
user. The item comprises sleepwear that is sized and shaped 
for a male user. 

0009. The item comprises a bedsheet. The item comprises 
a pillow case. The item comprises a blanket. The item com 
prises a comforter. The item comprises a duvet cover. The 
item comprises a blanket. The item comprises a gel topper. 
The item comprises a mattress pad. The item comprises a 
mattress pad topper. The item comprises a pillow. 
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0010. The item comprises a V-neck tee. The item com 
prises a cami adjustable tank. The item comprises a sleep bra. 
The item comprises a racerback tank. The item comprises a 
Capri pant. The item comprises a boxer short. The item com 
prises a boy short. The item comprises a gym sleep short. The 
item comprises a fold over pant. The item comprises at least 
one of a cap sleeve tunic, nightie, romper, sleep Henley, 
hooded robe, double strap tank, V-neck sleep tank dress, 
V-neck sleep dress, perfect tank, yoke legging, drawstring 
pants, pajama shorts with tiered hem, pocket tee and short 
pajama short set, and long sleeve cover up. The item com 
prises at least one of a tank, a colorblock tee, sleeveless V-tee, 
V-tee, hoody, Henley, paneled long sleeve coverup, long robe, 
long pant, long short, boxer, paneled boxer short, drawstring 
short, drawstring pant, and boxer brief. 
0011. The item of sleepwear comprises fashion-related 
elements. The item of sleepwear comprises compression ele 
ments. The item of sleepwear comprises mesh elements. At 
least one of the item comprises a base item. At least one of the 
items comprises a top item. The first item and the second item 
comprise items of sleepwear that are layered one on the other. 
The first item and the second item comprise items of bedding 
that are layered one on the other. There is a third item of 
sleepwear or bedding; one of the items comprises a base item 
of bedding, one of the items comprises an item of sleepwear, 
and one of the items comprises a top item of bedding. 
0012. Three is also packaging to contain both the first item 
in the second item. The packaging comprises information 
about the use of the first item in the second item in a sleep 
system. The first item and the second item are displayed in 
close proximity to one another for purchase by the user. 
0013 In general, in an aspect, an item of sleepwearis close 
fitting and comprises a knitted performance fabric. 
0014 Implementations may include one or more of the 
following features. The item of sleepwear comprises stitched 
together pieces of the knitted performance fabric. The item of 
sleepwear comprises fashion elements. The item is to be in 
contact with the user's skin. The item is sized and shaped for 
a female user. The item is sized and shaped for a male user. 
0015 The item comprises a V-neck tee. The item com 
prises a cami adjustable tank. The item comprises a sleep bra. 
The item comprises a racerback tank. The item comprises a 
Capri pant. The item comprises a boxer short. The item com 
prises a boy short. The item comprises a gym sleep short. The 
item comprises a fold over pant. The item comprises at least 
one of a cap sleeve tunic, nightie, romper, sleep Henley, 
hooded robe, double strap tank, V-neck sleep tank dress, 
V-neck sleep dress, perfect tank, yoke legging, drawstring 
pants, pajama shorts with tiered hem, pocket tee and short 
pajama short set, and long sleeve cover up. The item com 
prises at least one of a tank, a colorblock tee, sleeveless V-tee, 
V-tee, hoody, Henley, paneled long sleeve coverup, long robe, 
long pant, long short, boxer, paneled boxer short, drawstring 
short, drawstring pant, and boxer brief. The item comprises 
compression elements. The item comprises mesh elements. 
The item comprises sleeve pieces. The item comprises leg 
gings. 
0016. The item is a bedding item that comprises at least 
two joined pieces of a performance fabric. The performance 
fabric comprises a knit fabric. The item is a sleepwear item 
that comprises pieces joined by flatlock seaming. The item is 
a sleepwear item that comprises pieces joined by flat seaming. 
The item is a sleepwear item that comprises flat lock hems. 
The item is a sleepwear item that comprises mesh inserts. The 
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item is a sleepwear item that comprises a logo. The item is a 
sleepwear item that comprises logo elastic trim. The item is a 
sleepwear item that comprises color block designs. 
0017. In general, in an aspect, a combination includes first 
item of sleepwear or bedding to be used as part of a sleep 
system and a second item of sleepwear or bedding to be used 
with the first item as part of the sleep system. At least one of 
the first item and second item comprises a performance fab 
ric, and a retail package holds both the first item and the 
second item for sale at retail. 
0.018. In general, in an aspect, a combination includes a 

retail display device on which are displayed a first item of 
sleepwear or bedding to be used as part of a sleep system and 
a second item of sleepwear or bedding to be used with the first 
item as part of the sleep system. An informational device 
informs a purchaser that the first item and the second item are 
to be used together as part of the sleep system. 
0019. In general, in an aspect, heat and moisture are dis 
sipated from a body of a person who is in bed by dissipating 
heat and moisture from the person’s skin through a close 
fitting sleepwear item made of a performance knit fabric of at 
least XXX gauge and dissipating the heat and moisture from 
outside the sleepwear through a bedding item made of a 
performance knit fabric of at least the gauge values referred to 
in the patent applications incorporated above. 
0020. These and other aspects, features, and implementa 

tions, and combinations of them can be expresses as methods, 
apparatus, systems, components, means and steps for per 
forming functions, and in other ways. 
0021. Other features and advantages will be apparent from 
the following description and from the claims. 

DESCRIPTION 

0022 FIG. 1 is a schematic exploded perspective side 
view of a sleep system environment. 
0023 FIG. 2 is an illustration of a sleep system environ 
ment. 

0024 FIGS. 3A-46 are front and back views of sleepwear. 
0025 FIG. 47 is a pattern for a sleepwear garment. 
0026 FIG. 48 is a pattern for a performance fitted sheet. 
0027 FIG. 49 is a pattern for a performance top sheet. 
0028 FIG.50 is a pattern for a performance pillowcase. 
0029 FIG. 51 is a perspective view of a retail package. 
0030 FIG. 52 is a perspective view of a retail display 
stand. 
0031 Here we describe ways of designing, patterning, 
constructing, and marketing individual items of bedding, 
individual items of sleepwear, and combinations of items of 
bedding and items of sleepwear, in a way that intends them to 
be used and to work together as what we call a system. The 
system achieves particular functional and environmental 
effects to make being in bed can be made more pleasant, 
restful, comfortable, and satisfying. Among other things, by 
the selection of fabrics, patterns, and other characteristics of 
the items of bedding and sleepwear, the combinations of 
bedding and sleepwear items in the system can achieve con 
trolled thermal, breathing, and wicking qualities. The quali 
ties help to regulate body temperature and moisture to pro 
mote deeper and more restorative sleep, for example. The 
system can yield a total, personalized system that offers good 
feel, fit, temperature control, breathability, moisture trans 
port, and durability. 
0032. We use the terms sleep, or sleeping, or sleep system 
sometimes for convenience to refer broadly to any kind of 
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activity associated with being in bed, whether active or sed 
entary, including, resting, reading, talking, sleeping, conva 
lescing, and others. 
0033. In some implementations, the system involves using 
a combination of unique breathable performance fabric bed 
ding with breathable performance fabric sleepwear con 
structed of a high-gauge circular-knit performance fabric. In 
these implementations, this fabric provides performance 
attributes that are beneficial to the user, including breathabil 
ity, moisture transport, and heat transfer. The unique con 
struction of the performance fabrics enables the movement of 
air, heat and moisture through the material from one Surface 
to the opposite Surface, for example, to a much greater degree 
than cotton would allow. 
0034 Referring to FIG.1, a sleep system 10 (as mentioned 
earlier we use the word sleep as a very broad proxy for any 
kind of activity that may go on in bed) can include any two or 
more bedding or sleepwear items 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 
26, and 28, that work together to make a person 30 who is in 
the bed, drier, cooler, more comfortable, and more relaxed. In 
Some implementations, at least one of the items of the system 
is an item of sleepwear 18, 20, and a second item is an item of 
bedding 12, 14, 16, 22, 24, 26, or 28. In some implementa 
tions, the items in the system are all items of bedding or all 
items of sleepwear. The items of the system can be catego 
rized as top items 13 (including items 12, 14, and 16) that are 
positioned above the user, base items 17 (including items 22, 
24, 26, and 28) that are located below the user, and sleepwear 
items 19 (including items) 18 and 20that are worn by the user. 
0035. The items of a given system are designed to work 
together to provide excellent body-heat dissipation that is 
critical in maintaining consistently optimized thermal condi 
tions for better sleep. In some implementations of the system, 
each components contribution to improved comfort for the 
user is optimized. 
0036. The sleepwear items 18, 20 are designed to be in 
close contact with the skin over a substantial part of the item 
that is worn on the body of the user 15 of the sleep system. In 
general, the sleepwear items are designed not to provide air 
space or airpockets between the skin of the user and the items. 
The air in such spaces tends to heat up from the user's body 
and inhibit the dissipation of heat and water vapor from the 
user's skin. By designing the sleepwear items to be in contact 
with the user's skin, moisture wicking and heat dissipation 
are achieved. 
0037. Therefore, in some implementations, the sleepwear 
items are form-fitting. A form-fitting garment is an article of 
clothing that, for example, follows the contours of the part of 
the body being covered. Body heat and moisture are directed 
away from the skin with minimal tenting of the items. 
0038. The top components 13 are meant to drape over the 
user. Drape means, for example, to arrange loosely or casu 
ally over the user, e.g., the blankets and sheets are draped over 
the user. Top layer components may include sheets 16, com 
forters 14, duvet covers, blankets, and throws 12, among 
others. Any kind of bedding item can be designed and fabri 
cated in a way to make it suitable and useful as a component 
of the system. One or any number of the top layer components 
may be used alone, or in conjunction with the sleepwear 
items. The top layer components provide moisture-transport 
and heat-transfer properties that Supplement the moisture 
transport and heat transfer properties of the sleepwear items. 
For example, in Some implementations, heat and moisture 
that have been dissipated by the user's body through the 
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sleepwear may be further dissipated through the top layer 
items and out into the ambient air. Therefore, heat and mois 
ture that are dissipated by the sleepwear are not then trapped 
in the space between the sleepwear and the top items, but can 
be further dissipated. The top layer items need not fit tightly 
around the user. Most users do not wrap themselves up tightly 
in their sheets and blankets. Tenting and the formation of 
Some airpockets Surrounding the user may occur between the 
top items and the sleepwear in normal use of the products by 
the user. When more than one top item is part of the system, 
each of them contributes to the dissipation of heat and mois 
ture into the ambient air. The performance fabrics used for 
these items have qualities that contribute to this dissipation. 
0039. In some implementations, one or more of the base 
items are layered under the user. Base components of a given 
system may include any two or more of sheets 22, gel toppers 
24, mattress pads 26, mattress pad toppers 18, pillows 30, and 
pillow cases 32. The base items may be used alone or in 
conjunction with sleepwear items and the top layer compo 
nents. The base layer components provide moisture-transport 
and heat-transfer properties that enhance the moisture-trans 
port and heat transfer properties of the sleepwear items and 
the top layer components. For example, in Some implemen 
tations, heat and moisture that have been dissipated by the 
user's body through the sleepwear may be further dissipated 
through the base layer items and into the mattress from which 
they are eventually dissipated to the ambient air. Therefore, 
heat and moisture that are dissipated by the sleepwear are not 
then trapped in the space between the sleepwear and the base 
items, but can be further dissipated. When more than one base 
item is part of the system, each of them contributes to the 
dissipation of heat and moisture toward the mattress. The 
performance fabrics used for these items have qualities that 
contribute to this dissipation. 
0040. In addition to layering of top and base items, the 
sleepwear may be layered also by wearing two or more sleep 
wear items, one on top of another. Dissipation of heat and 
moisture through multiple layers provides similar benefits to 
the ones already described. 
0041 Referring to FIG. 2, the sleep system 10 is designed 

to be marketed to and used by both men 40 and women 42. 
Bedding components including top layer components and 
base layer components can be used by any user. Sleepwear 
components include garments with gender-specific elements 
designed to be either female sleepwear 44 worn by a female 
user or male sleepwear 46 worn by a male user. Marketing 
images 45 such as the one shown in FIG. 2 are intended to 
illustrate and promote the use of a combination of perfor 
mance sleepwear items and performance bedding items as 
part of a system of the kind that is the subject of our descrip 
tion. 
0042 All components in the system are able to improve 
environmental conditions for uninterrupted, better-quality 
sleep, and are effective when used in combination. Layering 
the bedding and sleepwear with the sleepwearin close contact 
to the skin provides a performance benefit. 
0043. An example of a female sleepwear item, a V-neck 
tee 50, designed to be worn by a female user as part of the 
sleep system is shown in FIGS. 3A and 3B. The V-necktee 50 
has a front 51 as shown in FIG. 3A and a back 52 shown in 
FIG. 3B. The V-neck tee 50 has a neck 54, a body 66, and 
sleeves 65. 

0044) The neck 54 of the V-neck tee 50 takes the shape of 
a low V in the front part of the neck 55 and extends across the 
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neck in a slightly curved manner across the back part of the 
neck 56. The neck has a logo band 57. The logo band color 59 
may be the same color or a color contrasting to the body color 
58 of the V-neck tee. 
0045. The length 60 of the V-necktee may be such that the 
tee reaches, or is above or below the hip bone of the wearer. 
The width 62 of the tee is not uniform below where the sleeves 
65 attach to the body of the shirt 66. Rather the width 
decreases and then increases along the length of the tee, 
creating curvature 63 meant to flatter the shape of the wearer 
and to promote contact between the performance fabric and 
the skin over a substantial portion of the area of the tee. The 
front 51 of the tee may contain a logo 70. The logo 70 may in 
a logo color 71 contrasting to the body color 58 of the V-neck 
tee. 

0046. The V-neck tee terminates in a shirt hem 75. The 
hem may be the same color as the neck 54, the same as the 
body color 58, or a different color. The hem is a flatlockhem. 
The stitch color 78 of the flatlockhem may be the same color 
as the neck 54, the body color 58, the shirt hem color 75 or a 
different color. The sleeves 65 also have sleeve hems 76. The 
sleeve hems 76 may be the same coloras the neck54, the body 
color 58, the shirt hem color 75 or a different color. 
0047 Thus, in some implementations of items of sleep 
wear, both functional features (close fitting, performance fab 
rics, for example) are combined with fashion features (shape, 
size, colors, finish, neckline, and others). Similar combina 
tions of functional and fashion features are illustrated by other 
examples discussed below. 
0048. Another example of a female sleepwear item, a cami 
adjustable tank 80, designed to be worn by a female user as 
part of the sleep system is shown in FIGS. 4A, 4B, and 4C. 
The cami adjustable tank 80 has a front 81 as shown in FIG. 
4A and a back 82 shown in FIGS. 4B and 4C. The cami 
adjustable tank 80 has a body 83, straps 90, and a shelf bra 
1OO. 

0049. The body 83 has a front length 84 and a back length 
85. The back length 85 may be shorter than the front length 
84. The front length 84 is the length from the bottom of the 
tank to the bottom of the neckline. The neckline at the front of 
the body 83 is not straight across but rather has two points 86 
at top. Width 87 of the cami adjustable table is not constant 
along the front or back length 84, 85. Rather the width 
decreases and then increases along the length 84, 85, creating 
curvature 89 meant to flatter the shape of the wearer and 
increase the amount of direct contact between the fabric and 
the user's skin. The body is of body color 88. The front 81 of 
the tee may contain a logo 70. The logo 70 may in a logo color 
71 contrasting to the body color 88 of the V-neck tee. 
0050. The cami adjustable tank 80 has at least one set of 
straps 90. The first set of straps 91 contains two straps that are 
attached symmetrically on either side at the top of the back 82 
of the tank and to the points 86 in front. The first set of straps 
has some uniform width92. The straps contain an adjustment 
mechanism 94 which permits the shortening or lengthening 
of the effective length of the straps 91. Adjustment mecha 
nism may be any adjustment mechanism known in the art. 
The straps are strap color 96. 
0051. As best seen in FIG. 4C, the cami adjustable tank 80 
contains a shelf bra 100. The shelf bra is layered underneath 
the body 83 and has a second set of straps 102 of width 104 
and color 105. Both sets of straps 91, 102 attach at the mesh 
trim 106 at the neck 107. The mesh trim 106 can be of color 
108. 
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0052. The bottom of the camiadjustable tank terminates in 
a tankhem 110. The hem may be the same color as the mesh 
trim 108, the same as the body color 88, or a different color. 
The hemis a flatlockhem. The stitch color 112 of the flatlock 
hem may be the same color as the mesh trim 108, the body 
color 88, or a different color. 
0053. The front 81 and back 82 of the cami adjustable tank 
also sewn together along seams 114. Seams 114 are comfort 
flat seaming. Seam color 116 may be the same as body color 
88, or a different color. 
0054 The cami adjustable slip dress 120 shown in front 
and back view in FIGS. 5A and 5B is another example of a 
female sleepwear item. The cami adjustable slip dress 120 has 
many of the features of the cami adjustable tank 80. The front 
length 124 and back length 125 of the cami adjustable slip 
dress 120 is meant to fall lower than the user's hip. The front 
length 124 and back length 125 of the cami adjustable slip 
dress 120 can be such that the hem 130 falls between the 
wearer's hip and knee. 
0055 Another example of a female sleepwear item is a 
sleep bra 140. The front 141 is shown in FIG. 6A and back 142 
in FIG. 6B. The front of sleep bra 140 has a length 144 which 
is the shortest length from the neck 145 to the hem 147. 
Symmetric around the neck 145 are two points 146 which 
attach to the straps 150 at the front. At the back the straps 150 
have a common attachment point at the top of the centerback. 
The length 145 is the back length from this point to the hem 
147. Adjustable mechanism 154 in the strappermits the short 
ening or lengthening of the effective length of the straps. The 
straps are strap color 156. 
0056. The hem 147 has a logo satin band 158 containing 
logo 70. Sleep bra 140 is sewn together using comfort flat 
seaming. The colors of any of the parts may be the same, or 
different from each other. 

0057 Another example of a female sleepwear item is a 
racerback tank 160. Referring to FIGS. 7A and 7B showing 
the front 161 and back 162, racerback tank 162 contains the 
logo 70 that may be located near the neck 164 orhem 168. The 
neck 164 of the racerback tank is curved, continuing seam 
lessly into straps 165. On the back, strap 165 arch together to 
from a single midline strap 166 in the racerback style. 
0058 Another example of a female sleepwear item is long 
pant 180. The long pant is shown in FIGS. 8A and 8B. Length 
184 causes the pant to fallator around the wearer's ankle. The 
pant has a satin logo waistband 186 containing logo 70. The 
hem 188 has a mesh trim 189. Parts of long pant 180 are 
joined together by comfort flat seaming 190. 
0059 Capri pant 200 shown in FIGS.9A and 9B is similar 
to long pant 180, however the length 205 is chosen such that 
the hem 208 falls on or around the wearer's knee. 

0060 Boxer short 220 is shown in FIGS. 10A and 10B. Its 
features are similar to the capri and long pant, however length 
224 is such that the hem 228 falls on or around the wearer's 
crotch. Additionally the front 221 has a faux button detailing 
230 just below the waistband 226. 
0061 Boyshort 240 is shown in FIGS. 11A and 11B. Its 
features are similar to the capri and long pant, however length 
224 is such that the hem 228 falls on or around the wearer's 
crotch. 

0062 Gym sleep short 260 is shown in FIGS. 12A and 
12B. Its features including length are similar to the boxer 
short 220. Gym sleep 260 includes a waistband 266 which 
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contains a fold 269 which allows for a drawstring 271. Addi 
tionally the hem 268 has an overlapping mesh trim 269 at the 
leg. 
0063 Another example of a female sleepwear item is 
foldover pant 280. The foldover pant is shown in FIGS. 13A 
and 13B. Length 284 causes the pant to fall at or around the 
wearer's ankle. The pant has a waistband 187 that is folded. 
The hem 188 has a mesh trim 189, and a logo 70 is located 
near the hem. Parts of long pant 180 are joined together by 
comfort flat seaming 190. 
0064. There are of course other female sleepwear gar 
ments that have features similar to the features described 
above. These garments include a cap sleeve tunic, nightie, 
romper, sleep Henley, hooded robe, double strap tank, V-neck 
sleep tank dress, V-neck sleep dress, perfect tank, yoke leg 
ging, drawstring pants, pajama shorts with tieredhem, pocket 
tee and short pajama short set, and long sleeve cover up shown 
in FIGS. 14 through FIG. 27. 
0065. An example of a male sleepwear item 24, a V-neck 
tee 450, designed to be worn by a male user 25 as part of the 
sleep system 10 is shown in FIGS. 28A and 28B. The V-neck 
tee 450 has a front 451 as shown in FIG. 28A and a back 452 
shown in FIG.28B. The V-necktee 450 has a neck 454, a body 
466, and sleeves 465. 
0066. The neck 454 of the V-neck tee 450 takes the shape 
of a low V in the front part of the neck 455 and extends across 
the neck in a slightly curved manner across the back part of 
the neck 456. The neck has a logo band 457. The logo band 
color 459 may be the same color or a color contrasting to the 
body color 458 of the V-necktee. The neck 454 may also have 
contrast inner logo tape 453. 
0067. The length 460 of the V-neck tee may be such that 
the tee reaches, or is above or below the hip bone of the male 
user 25. The width 462 of the tee is uniform below where the 
sleeves 465 attach to the body of the shirt 466. The front 451 
of the tee may contain a logo 70. The logo 70 may in a logo 
color 471 contrasting to the body color 458 of the V-necktee. 
0068. The V-neck tee terminates in a shirt hem 475. The 
hem may be the same color as the neck 454, the same as the 
body color 458, or a different color. The hem is a flat lock 
hem. The stitch color 478 of the flatlockhem may be the same 
color as the neck 454, the body color 458, or a different color. 
The sleeves 465 also have sleeve hems 476. The sleeve hems 
476 may be the same color as the neck 454, the body color 
458, the shirt hem color 475 or a different color. 
0069. Another example of a male sleepwear item 24, a 
crew tee 480, designed to be worn by a male user 25 as part of 
the sleep system 10 is shown in FIGS. 29A and 29B. The crew 
tee 480 has a front 481 as shown in FIG. 29A and a back 482 
shown in FIG. 29B. The features of crew tee 480 are similar 
to V-neck tee 450, however the front of the neck 485 of the 
crew tee 480 has a crew neck style, that is slightly curved 
rather than a low V. 
0070 There are other examples of male sleepwear that 
have features similar to the ones described above. These items 
include tank, a color block tee, sleeveless V-tee, V-tee, hoody, 
Henley, paneled long sleeve cover up, long robe, long pant, 
long short, boxer, paneled boxer short, drawstring short, 
drawstring pant, and boxer brief shown in FIGS.30A through 
FIG. 44B. 
0071. Other examples of sleepwear components 600, 620, 
630 of more complex design, function, and fashion are shown 
in FIGS. 45 and 46. In these examples, portions of the sleep 
wear fit the user so tightly as to cause compression of portions 
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of the user's body. This compression provides the user with 
added benefits including muscle Support and regeneration, 
enhanced blood flow resulting in improved circulation, and 
greater relaxation. Sleepwear items intended for a male user 
is shown in FIG. 45 and a sleepwear items intended for a 
female user 21 is shown in FIG. 46. 

0072 For the male user, the sleepwear items include a 
torso piece 612, sleeve pieces 614,616, and pants 618. For the 
female user, the sleepwear items can include an upper body 
piece 622, pants 624, and leggings 632, 634. The pieces can 
be worn separately or together, and can be layered with other 
items of sleepwear or bedding. Each of the pieces can be 
assembled from three different materials. One material is a 
mesh (shown cross-hatched in the figures) that is used for a 
variety of panels 649 and is made of a material that achieves 
a high rate of ventilation of air around the skin that is in 
contact with the mesh. 

0073. The second material is a high-performance fabric of 
the kind discussed above and used for a variety of other panels 
651. 

0074 The third material is a fabric that is used for provid 
ing the compression mentioned earlier. The compression pan 
els 647 can serve, for example, the biceps, the quads, the 
calves, and the feet, as shown. A wide elastic waistband 642 
can be provided on the pants. 
0075. As discussed earlier, the sleepwear system also 
includes bedding components. Some of these components, 
for example sheets, are described in the United States patent 
applications that are incorporated by reference above. Those 
applications also describe the characteristics of performance 
fabrics that can be used. 

0076. As mentioned earlier, top layer components may 
include sheets, comforters, duvet covers, blankets, and 
throws. Base layer components may include sheets, gel top 
pers, mattress pads, mattress pad toppers, pillows, and pillow 
cases. Each of the items of sleepwear can be assembled by 
cutting material to form pieces according to predesigned pat 
terns and assembling the pieces using Stitching, adhesives, 
heat, or any other assembly method that will provide an 
effective bond. 

0077 FIG. 47 shows an example of how a sleepwear item 
can be constructed. Shown are the pieces that are to be 
assembled from a pattern for a cami adjustable slip dress 500. 
Patterns for sleepwear items are provided for all of the differ 
ent sizes to be marketed. The patterns are intended to yield 
close-fitting sleepwear items for each size. 
0078. To construct the garment shown in FIG. 47, 5 mm 

flat seams 502 are used at locations near the sides 504 and 
back 506. Seams are not located at the sides 505. A 2 cm hem 
508 is at the bottom of the garment 510. The top 512 has a 4 
mm internal decorated cover stitch seam 514. Straps 516 have 
a flatseam 518 in the center and is 1 stitch in circumference. 
Inner shelf bra 520 is sewn near the top 512. 
0079 FIG. 48 shows an example of how a base layer 
component can be constructed. Shown is a pattern for a fitted 
sheet 530. The fitted sheet has a length L and width W and is 
encased with elastic around the entire perimeter. The fitted 
sheet is composed of at least three pieces 531,533,535 sewn 
together. FIG. 49 shows an example of how a top layer com 
ponent can be constructed. Shown is a pattern for a top sheet 
550. The top sheet has a length Landwidth W. and a four inch 
top hem 538. The top sheet is composed of at least three 
pieces 539, 541, 54 sewn together. 
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0080 FIG. 50 shows an example of how a base layer 
component can be constructed. Shown is a pattern for a pil 
lowcase 570. The pillowcase has a length L and width W and 
a four inch hem. 
I0081. As shown in FIG. 51, any two or more items 601, 
603 of bedding, sleepwear, or combinations of them can be 
packaged together 608 in a box, bag, or other retailing con 
tainer 602 for shipment, shelving, marketing, sale, and use by 
the consumer. The packaging can bear marketing messages or 
instructions 606 describing the system, the elements of the 
system, the functional aspects, and other features. 
I0082. As shown in FIG.52, a retail display device 669 can 
include shelves 671, 673 on which packages are displayed for 
purchase. A package 661 displayed on one of the shelves can 
contain an item of bedding or sleepwear that is part of sleep 
system. A package 663 displayed on the other shelf can con 
tain a second item of bedding or sleepwear that is also part of 
the sleep system and can be used with the item in package 
661. A sign or other display element 665 informs purchasers 
about the sleep system and the fact that the items in packages 
661 and 663 are parts of such a sleep system and can be used 
together with the benefits described earlier. 
I0083. Other implementations are within the scope of the 
following claims. 

1. An apparatus comprising 
a first item of sleepwear or bedding to be used as part of a 

sleep system, 
a second item of sleepwear or bedding to be used with the 

first item as part of the sleep system, 
at least one of the first item and second item comprising a 

performance fabric, 
the first item to dissipate moisture and heat from a body of 

a user from an inside of the first item to an outside of the 
first item, 

the second item to dissipate moisture and heat that has been 
dissipated by the first item. 

2. The apparatus of claim 1 in which both the first item in 
the second item comprise performance fabrics. 

3. The apparatus of claim 1 in which the performance fabric 
comprises a knitted fabric. 

4. The apparatus of claim 1 in which the performance fabric 
comprises a man-made fiber. 

6. The apparatus of claim 1 in which at least one of the first 
item and second item comprises an item of sleepwear, and the 
item of sleepwear is close-fitting. 

7. The apparatus of claim 1 in which at least one of the first 
item and second item is to be in contact with the user's skin. 

8. The apparatus of claim 7 in which the item that is in 
contact with the user's skin comprises an item of sleepwear. 

9. The apparatus of claim 1 in which the first item is in 
contact with skin of the user, and the second item is in contact 
with the first item. 

10. The apparatus of claim 1 in which moisture is dissi 
pated. 

11. The apparatus of claim 1 in which heat is dissipated. 
12. The apparatus of claim 1 in which one of the items 

comprises sleepwear that is sized and shaped for a female 
USC. 

13. The apparatus of claim 1 in which one of the items 
comprises you were that is sized and shaped for a male user. 

14. The apparatus of claim 1 in which one of the items 
comprises a bed sheet. 

15. The apparatus of claim 1 in which one of the items 
comprises a pillow case. 
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16. The apparatus of claim 1 in which one of the items 
comprises a blanket. 

17. The apparatus of claim 1 in which one of the items 
comprises a comforter. 

18. The apparatus of claim 1 in which one of the items 
comprises a duvet cover. 

19. The apparatus of claim 1 in which one of the items 
comprises a blanket. 

20. The apparatus of claim 1 in which one of the items 
comprises a gel topper. 

21. The apparatus of claim 1 in which one of the items 
comprises a mattress pad. 

22. The apparatus of claim 1 in which one of the items 
comprises a mattress pad topper. 

23. The apparatus of claim 1 in which one of the items 
comprises a pillow. 

24. The apparatus of claim 1 in which one of the items 
comprises a V-neck tee. 

25. The apparatus of claim 1 in which one of the items 
comprises a cami adjustable tank. 

26. The apparatus of claim 1 in which one of the items 
comprises a sleep bra. 

27. The apparatus of claim 1 in which one of the items 
comprises a racerback tank. 

28. The apparatus of claim 1 in which one of the items 
comprises a Capri pant. 

29. The apparatus of claim 1 in which one of the items 
comprises a boxer short. 

30. The apparatus of claim 1 in which one of the items 
comprises a boy short. 

31. The apparatus of claim 1 in which one of the items 
comprises a gym sleep short. 

32. The apparatus of claim 1 in which one of the items 
comprises a fold over pant. 

33. The apparatus of claim 1 in which one of the items 
comprises at least one of a cap sleeve tunic, nightie, romper, 
sleep Henley, hooded robe, double strap tank, V-neck sleep 
tank dress, V-neck sleep dress, perfect tank, yoke legging, 
drawstring pants, pajama shorts with tiered hem, pocket tee 
and short pajama short set, and long sleeve cover up. 

34. The apparatus of claim 1 in which one of the items 
comprises at least one of a tank, a colorblock tee, sleeveless 
V-tee, V-tee, hoody, Henley, paneled long sleeve cover up, 
long robe, long pant, long short, boxer, paneled boxer short, 
drawstring short, drawstring pant, and boxer brief. 

35. The apparatus of claim 1 in which one of the items 
comprises an item of sleepwear and the item of sleepwear 
comprises fashion-related elements. 

36. The apparatus of claim 1 in which one of the items 
comprises an item of sleepwear and the item of sleepwear 
comprises compression elements. 

37. The apparatus of claim 1 in which one of the items 
comprises an item of sleepwear and the item of sleepwear 
comprises mesh elements. 

38. The apparatus of claim 1 in which at least one of the 
items comprises a base item. 

39. The apparatus of claim 1 in which at least one of the 
items comprises a top item. 

40. The apparatus of claim 1 in which the first item and the 
second item comprise items of sleepwear that are layered one 
on the other. 

41. The apparatus of claim 1 in which the first item in the 
second item comprise items of betting that are layered one on 
the other. 
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42. The apparatus of claim 1 also comprising a third item of 
sleepwear or bedding and in which one of the items comprises 
a base item of bedding, one of the items comprises an item of 
sleepwear, and one of the items comprises a top item of 
bedding. 

43. The apparatus of claim 1 also comprising packaging to 
contain both the first item in the second item. 

44. The apparatus of claim 43 in which the packaging 
comprises information about the use of the first item in the 
second item in a sleep system. 

45. The apparatus of claim 1 in which the first item and the 
second item are displayed in close proximity to one another 
for purchase by the user. 

46. An apparatus comprising 
an item of sleepwear that is close fitting and comprises a 

knitted performance fabric. 
47. The apparatus of claim 46 in which the item of sleep 

wear comprises Stitched together pieces of the knitted perfor 
mance fabric. 

48. The apparatus of claim 46 in which the item of sleep 
wear comprises fashion elements. 

49. The apparatus of claim 46 in which the item is to be in 
contact with the user's skin. 

50. The apparatus of claim 46 in which the item is sized and 
shaped for a female user. 

51. The apparatus of claim 46 in which the item is sized and 
shaped for a male user. 

52. The apparatus of claim 46 in which the item comprises 
a V-neck tee. 

53. The apparatus of claim 46 in which the item comprises 
a cami adjustable tank. 

54. The apparatus of claim 46 in which the item comprises 
a sleep bra. 

55. The apparatus of claim 46 in which the item comprises 
a racerback tank. 

56. The apparatus of claim 46 in which the item comprises 
a Capri pant. 

57. The apparatus of claim 46 in which the item comprises 
a boxer short. 

58. The apparatus of claim 46 in which the item comprises 
a boy short. 

59. The apparatus of claim 46 in which the item comprises 
a gym sleep short. 

60. The apparatus of claim 46 in which the item comprises 
a fold over pant. 

61. The apparatus of claim 46 in which the item comprises 
at least one of a cap sleeve tunic, nightie, romper, sleep 
Henley, hooded robe, double strap tank, V-neck sleep tank 
dress, V-neck sleep dress, perfect tank, yoke legging, draw 
string pants, pajama shorts with tiered hem, pocket tee and 
short pajama short set, and long sleeve cover up. 

62. The apparatus of claim 46 in which the item comprises 
at least one of a tank, a colorblock tee, sleeveless V-tee, V-tee, 
hoody, Henley, paneled long sleeve cover up, long robe, long 
pant, long short, boxer, paneled boxer short, drawstring short, 
drawstring pant, and boxer brief. 

63. The apparatus of claim 46 in which the item comprises 
compression elements. 

64. The apparatus of claim 46 in which the item comprises 
mesh elements. 

65. The apparatus of claim 46 in which the item comprises 
sleeve pieces. 

66. The apparatus of claim 46 in which the item comprises 
leggings. 
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67. The apparatus of claim 1 in which one of the items is a 
bedding item that comprises at least two joined pieces of a 
performance fabric. 

68. The apparatus of claim 1 in which the performance 
fabric comprises a knit fabric. 

69. The apparatus of claim 1 in which one of the items is a 
sleepwear item that comprises pieces joined by flat lock 
seaming. 

70. The apparatus of claim 1 in which one of the items is a 
sleepwear item that comprises pieces joined by flat seaming. 

71. The apparatus of claim 1 in which one of the items is a 
sleepwear item that comprises flat lockhems. 

72. The apparatus of claim 1 in which one of the items is a 
sleepwear item that comprises mesh inserts. 

73. The apparatus of claim 1 in which one of the items is a 
sleepwear item that comprises a logo. 

74. The apparatus of claim 1 in which one of the items is a 
sleepwear item that comprises logo elastic trim. 

75. The apparatus of claim 1 in which one of the items is a 
sleepwear item that comprises color block designs. 

76. An apparatus comprising 
a first item of sleepwear or bedding to be used as part of a 

sleep system, 
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a second item of sleepwear or bedding to be used with the 
first item as part of the sleep system, 

at least one of the first item and second item comprising a 
performance fabric, and 

a retail package holding both the first item and the second 
item for sale at retail. 

77. An apparatus comprising 
a retail display device on which are displayed a first item of 

sleepwear or bedding to be used as part of a sleep system 
and a second item of sleepwear or bedding to be used 
with the first item as part of the sleep system, and 

an informational device that informs a purchaser that the 
first item and the second item are to be used together as 
part of the sleep system. 

78. A method comprising 
dissipating heat and moisture from a body of a person who 

is in bed by 
dissipating heat and moisture from the person’s skin 

through a close-fitting sleepwear item made of a perfor 
mance knit fabric, and 

dissipating the heat and moisture from outside the sleep 
wear through a bedding item made of a performance knit 
fabric. 


